
Universal Replacement Parts

The Only Thing We Can’t Replace Is You.™



The UnIveRsal advanTage Is MORe  
Than The sUM Of OUR PaRTs
Every system is only as functional as its individual parts.  
When even a single part stops working, the whole system  
can shut down. That’s why your customers rely on you to 
service and repair their systems – effectively and efficiently. 
You can rely on Honeywell to give you a replacement resource 
that keeps overhead low and customer satisfaction high. 
That’s because Honeywell Universal Replacement Parts 
single-handedly replace hundreds of OEM parts, so you  
only need to carry one product-type rather than multiple 
brands  across multiple categories.

UnIveRsal sTaRTs WITh YOU
Honeywell’s Universal Replacement Parts solution is driven 
by you. We asked the questions, you provided the answers – 
the result is a solution designed to help you reduce inventory 
and service time like never before. To help you work faster 
and smarter, allowing for more service calls, fewer callbacks 
and greater revenue. We understand how important it is to 
have the right part at just the right time. The key is a universal 
approach. Honeywell’s growing suite of replacement parts 
provides incredible compatibility and unmatched reliability. 
When you need it most.

hOneYWell Is YOUR UnIveRsal ansWeR
More and more distributors and contractors are recognizing 
the advantages of universal replacement. Instead of having to 
stock and travel with a vast assortment of products to manage 
direct and like-for-like replacements, now you can invest in 
a time-friendly series of products from a trusted name in the 
industry. That means always having the part you need for your 
customer. No additional service trips or overstocked shelves. 
Just the right part from the right company – Honeywell, the 
leader in universal replacement parts. 

The right part at the 
right time, every time

Honeywell Universal Replacement Parts
Introducing 12 distinct products with universal compatibility.

Electronic Ignition Gas Valve  
VR8345M/Q/H

This universal product offers wide-capacity control  
for almost any IP, HSI or DSI gas-fired appliances.  

Its compact fit simplifies field replacement.

 Universal Electronic Oil Aquastat® 

L7224U1002
Our L7224U Aquastat product’s broad range and 

flexibility covers a variety of applications and needs, 
allowing multiple mounting and configuration 

capabilities. You can also reduce your customers’ fuel 
consumption by adding an AquaReset® Kit to enable 

the outdoor reset energy saving functionality.

Universal Intermittent Pilot Retrofit Kit  
Y8610U6006

Update an old standing pilot system to electronic 
ignition with ease with our Y8610U retrofit kit. The kit 
comes complete with everything you need to convert  

a standing pilot system to intermittent ignition.

Universal Standing Pilot Gas Valve  
VR8300/VR8200

The standing pilot model delivers combination gas 
controls for use in 24 Vac, gas-fired, standing pilot 
appliances with wide capacities. It includes safety 

shutoff, manual valve, two automatic operators, 
pressure regulator and pilot adjustment.

Universal Electronic Fan Timer  
ST9120U1011

The ST9120U Universal Electronic Fan Timer replaces 
most previous Honeywell fan timers making it the only 
one you will need! The new universal platform will not 

only integrate control of all combustion blower and 
circulating fan operations in a gas warm air appliance 
but also save you time and money with its diagnostic 

LED and continuous EAC and HUM terminal connections.

Universal Electronic Digital Oil Primary 
R7284U1004

This newly advanced, completely universal control unit has an 
integrated digital “quick-fix” indicator for easy diagnostics and 

programming, which means no additional tools to access information.  
And with additional smart features like the redundant burner relay and 
watchdog circuits – this control unit is more reliable than ever before.



Honeywell Universal Replacement Parts
Introducing 12 distinct products with universal compatibility.

Universal Thermocouples 
Q340A
The Q340 family of thermocouples generate 30 mV in standing 
pilot applications providing enough energy to power a gas valve.  
They are designed for long life and durability. 

Universal Hot Surface Ignition Module 
S8910U1000
The S8910U Universal Hot Surface Ignition module offers 
easy field, as well as a single-rod or dual-rod systems, 
and LED diagnostics and field-adjustable ignition timings. 
It replaces over 650 Honeywell and competitive products.

Glowfly®

Q3200U2002 
Glowfly® is the universal hot surface igniter made from next 
generation silicon nitride. It replaces more than 110 installed 
silicon carbide models, with a superior universal bracketing 
design and one-of-a-kind visual cross-reference packaging. 
Pick up a six pack and light up your igniter business!

SmartValves™

Honeywell SmartValves combine gas flow control 
and electronic ignition into a single unit providing 
simplified wiring, appliance construction and safety. 
Honeywell SmartValves can be found on a wide array  
of heating equipment.

Universal Intermittent Pilot Ignition Module 
S8610U3009
The S8610U offers replacement compatibility of more than 
400 Honeywell and competitive models. This control works in 
both single or dual rod systems and features field selectable 
prepurge and ignition trial timings.

Universal Intermittent Pilot Retrofit Kit  
Y8610U6006

Update an old standing pilot system to electronic 
ignition with ease with our Y8610U retrofit kit. The kit 
comes complete with everything you need to convert  

a standing pilot system to intermittent ignition.

Universal Integrated Furnace Control 
S9200U1000
Our S9200U Universal Integrated Furnace Controls 
replace more than 140 single-stage hot surface 
ignition furnace controls offering universal 
application and robust diagnostics.

Universal Electronic Digital Oil Primary 
R7284U1004

This newly advanced, completely universal control unit has an 
integrated digital “quick-fix” indicator for easy diagnostics and 

programming, which means no additional tools to access information.  
And with additional smart features like the redundant burner relay and 
watchdog circuits – this control unit is more reliable than ever before.
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Honeywell –  
The Universal  
Brand You Trust

As an industry leader in innovation and 

new product development, Honeywell is 

always working to provide solutions that 

make your job easier and more profitable. 

No one knows universal solutions like 

Honeywell. Our family of products has 

both the largest breadth and depth of 

offerings in the industry. Our full line-up of 

universal products reaches across almost 

any application, which makes Honeywell 

the only brand of replacement parts you’ll 

ever need. 


